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Bonnie Jean Roberts(03/19/1972)
 
I have been a dedicated poet and writer for three years now. I write short story
fiction and have a few novels in the works at various stages of completion as well
as poetry.
 
I have a fascination for imagery through using words and painting scenes within
the lines of a novel is a literal obsession.
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From The Depths
 
You pulled me down, deep into the caverns
Of your dark mind. No one to hear my screams.
 
No care from you that I could not breathe.
I stayed out of fear, out of shame.
 
I hid myself away afraid you would sting me
I cowered in the depths under your shadow.
 
My free spirit was grounded in the ominous abyss
Had me pinned under the rocks with your kiss
 
How I learned to breathe, how I survived
Is a mystery to me. You had me tangled me in your net.
 
Your hooks went deep. No matter it hurt me,
I ripped them from my flesh, death no longer existed
 
I was already dead inside, you took life from me.
I bled all the way to the surface while you met your karma.
 
But I lived. I survived. You lost your prize.
You died the death you planned for me.
 
Bonnie Jean Roberts
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Soul Of A Pisces Woman
 
A Seeker of truth and deeper understanding
Mistress of the Mystical and Wanderer in the Whimsical
Purest essence of a Pisces Soul flows through her veins
Lives, breathes, and comes alive  in the ocean deep
 
 
 
Free as the flowing sea; follows her heart, not where someone leads
Sings the siren song; only to give her love, not to deceive
To love her, you must let her swim free
While you hold her heart, her soul, and her loyalty
 
 
 
Eyes that possess the mysteries of the universe
Look soul deep to uncover its truths
Kiss her lips; feel her essence flow through you
She will be your addiction, your Piscean Muse
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The Love She Bestows
 
She will risk everything to be by your side
If she deems you worthy of her heart and soul,
It will be yours until the last star leaves  the sky
 
The warmth of her soul will sustain you
In the harshness of winters she will be your fire
Your love ignites her desire
 
She will show her vulnerable side
If she feels that you are strong enough
To handle her fragile complexity
 
A warning you must heed though...
Do not deceive nor entrap her
She will sever whatever she needs to
 
With her life and limb she will free herself
As wild as the wind and as fierce as a tigress
You cannot take from her, she will only give
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The Mountain
 
You came across my mind today.
A smile graced my lips.
Just for a moment.
 
The ache in my chest was a mountain.
Crushing my fragile soul.
My heart sank.
 
I lay there, pinned down, weak
My mind cannot comprehend
Why I put myself here.
 
I feel a shift and the mountain shakes.
Crumbling pieces fall around me.
That moment I found out
I can move mountains
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Unleashed
 
Her soul was infused with magic
Her eyes were orbs of luminosity
 
Passion so hot in her icy stare
She burns you with frostbite
 
Hypnotized, you freeze in time
Crystallized mist wraps around you
 
Dared called her wicked
Assumed the lady a vixen
 
Thought you could have your way
A lady's vengeful soul you unleashed
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